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Anoushka Dutta
A fest on documentary 
screening was arranged 
by the students and facul-
ty of Media Science and 
Journalism of Brainware 
University on 6th Septem-
ber 2023 from 12 pm to 6 
pm in BWU seminar hall. 
A team of former students, 
present students, faculties, 
technicians and others   
whole heartedly participat-
ed in the documentary fest .

বাপন দাসবাপন দাস

সকলের জীবলন ঘুলর 
দাডঁালনার ,ননলজলক প্রকাশ 
করার একটা সুল�াগ হলেও 
আলস। এই নবষয় কক সামলন 
করলে আমালদর প্রথম ক�াট 
নিল্ম তৈনরর অনুলপ্ররণা । 
ইউননভানসসিনটর নসলন ক্াব 
“নিপ কিাকাস” এর পক্ষ 
কথলক ৭২ ঘণ্ার একটা শটসি 
নিল্ম প্রনৈল�ানগৈার ব্াবস্া 
করা হয় �ার নবষয় “আশার 
অঙ্ার “।

The fair of
 documentaries

নিনির মাধ্লম আমালদর নিনির মাধ্লম আমালদর 
পথ িো শুরুপথ িো শুরু
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From student to teacher: honouring the 
guiding lights on Teachers’ Day

Tribute to mentors 
on September 5

Subham Chatterjee

Honouring My University Pro-
fessors
Teachers’ Day is a special oc-
casion that allows us to reflect 
on the invaluable role educa-
tors play in our lives. As we 
celebrate this day, I can’t help 
but look back on my journey 
through the hallowed halls of 
university and pay tribute to 
the remarkable individuals 
who guided me, nurtured my 
curiosity, and helped shape me 
into the person I am today.
         During my university 
years, I had the privilege of 
learning from some of the 
most dedicated and passionate 
educators. These professors 
were not merely transmitters 
of knowledge; they were men-
tors, motivators, and inspi-
rations. One such professor, 
Sudipta Bhattacharjee, ignited 
my passion for media, inter-
disciplinary study of media 
and law. Her eloquence in the 

classroom, her insightful in-
terpretations varied rich expe-
riences, and her unwavering 
encouragement pushed me to 
delve deeper into the world 
of interdisciplinary studies. 
Ms. Bhattacharjee is not just a 
teacher; she is a guiding light 
who instilled in me a love for 
words and the power they held.
         Another remarkable teach-
er who left an indelible mark 
on my life was Dr Kaushik 
Banerjee, my law professor. 
His classes were like thrilling 
journeys through wide inter-
pretation, where subjects like 
research methodology and la-
bour law came alive through 
his vivid storytelling and en-
gaging lectures. Dr Banerjee’s 
commitment to teaching went 
beyond the classroom. He en-
couraged critical thinking, fos-
tered a love for cross-sectional 
law, and instilled in me the 
belief that understanding the 
basics is crucial for shaping the 
entire gamut of research.

         My university years were 
not just about academics; they 
were about personal growth, 
too. I am blessed to have found 
some of the best teachers who 
were though not in classroom, 
but has played a pivotal role 
in this aspect. Their genuine 
interest in students’ well-being 
and emphasis on self-aware-
ness left a profound impact. 
They taught me that being a 
teacher isn’t just about impart-
ing knowledge but also about 
nurturing the holistic develop-
ment of individuals.

Becoming a teacher
As we celebrated Teachers’ 
Day, I found myself on the oth-
er side of the classroom, with 
the privilege and responsibil-
ity of being a teacher myself. 
Transitioning from a student 
to a teacher has been a trans-
formative journey, one that has 
allowed me to give back and 
continue the legacy of those 
exceptional educators who 

shaped my life.
          Becoming a teacher has 
been a deeply fulfilling expe-
rience. It has allowed me to 
connect with young minds, 
inspire curiosity, and impart 
knowledge. One of the most 
rewarding aspects of teaching 
is witnessing the “Aha!” mo-
ments when a student grasps a 
challenging concept or discov-
ers a newfound passion. These 
moments reaffirm the profound 
impact educators can have on 
their students’ lives.
          In my role as a teacher, 
I am committed to not only de-
livering content but also foster-
ing critical thinking, creativity, 
and empathy in my students. 
Just as my university profes-
sors did for me, I strive to be 
a mentor and guide, supporting 
my students in their academic 
pursuits and personal develop-
ment. It’s not just about what I 
teach; it’s about the values and 
skills I impart to prepare them 
for the challenges and opportu-

nities that lie ahead.
          As I reflect on my jour-
ney from student to teacher, 
I am filled with gratitude for 
the remarkable educators who 
shaped my path. Their dedica-
tion, passion, and belief in their 
students continue to inspire me 
in my role as a teacher. On this 
Teachers’ Day, I honor them 
and all the teachers who tire-
lessly work to illuminate the 
minds of the next generation.
          Teachers’ Day is a time 
to celebrate the profound im-
pact teachers have on our lives. 
My university professors were 
the guiding lights who ignited 
my passion for learning, and 
now, as a teacher myself, I am 
committed to carrying forward 
their legacy. Teaching is not 
just a profession; it’s a calling, 
a journey of empowerment and 
enlightenment, and I am grate-
ful to be a part of it. Happy 
Teachers’ Day to all the educa-
tors who light the way for their 
students.

T E A C H E R ’ S  D A Y  C E L E B R A T I O N

Megha Jha

“Instead of celebrating my 
birthday, it would be my proud 
privilege if September 5 is ob-
served as Teacher’s Day.” These 
were the words of Dr Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishan, who was India’s 
second President from 1962 to 
1967. He previously served as 
the first Vice-President from 
1952 to 1962. 
Students all across the country 
thus observe this day to pay re-
spect to their teachers. It is truly 

stated that teachers are the back-
bone of our society and play 
a great role in building up the 
students’ character and shaping 
them to become ideal citizens of 
India. 
Brainware University celebrated 
this day with all love and joy. All 
the departments arranged special 
surprises for their teachers. Me-
dia department teachers got sur-
prise gifts from the students and 
the programme was eventful. 
 There was cake-cut-
ting, honouring with flowers 

and gifts, solo dance and music, 
games and I gave a speech. It 
was all in one stressing the im-
portance of a guru in one’s life. 
The duet by 5th semester stu-
dents Sneha and Tapoja and solo 
performance by Floricka of the 
3rd semester were very enter-
taining. 
 The program was 
hosted by Sumit of 3rd semester. 
We also warmly welcomed our 
new faculty professor Dr. Pinak 
Pani Basumatary. He introduced 
himself and expressed his im-
pressions on the very first day 
in our department. Dr Shatabdi 
Som, then head of the depart-
ment, spoke to all the students 
on how she felt and showered 
her blessings. Finally, we all 
boogied to party music and en-
joyed ourselves greatly. The eve-
ning ended with beautiful hindi 
lines-   

भगवान ने है दी जिदंगी 
मा ंबाप से प्ार ममला बेशमुार 

ज्ान की जशक्ा देने के ललए 
गुरुिी हम आपके शकु्रगुिार!!
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Festivals of documentaries: Docuscope 2023
Anoushka Dutta

A fest on documentary 
screening was arranged by 
the students and faculty of 
Media Science and Journal-
ism of Brainware University 
on 6th September 2023 from 
12 pm to 6 pm in BWU semi-
nar hall. A team of former stu-
dents, present students, facul-
ties, technicians and others   
whole heartedly participated 
in the documentary fest . The 
event had more than 180 foot-
falls in the entire day.  Stu-
dents took part in the prepa-
ration of the event through 
the whole week   . Academic 
Dean was also present in that 
event and encouraged  the 
students by his speech . It 
was a joyful moment when 
student , teachers of other 
departments of Brainware 
University came in a crowd 
to be a part of the event as a 
form of huge audience which 
encourage the organizers to 
held events like this further. 
A short film named ‘A Ride 
in the Rain’ directed by the 
Mr. Utsav Ray a faculty of 

English department which 
made everybody stunned . 
The HOD . of psychology 
department also participat-
ed in this event by screen-
ing his directed short fiction 
named ‘EDBCA’, along with 
these the students and spe-
cially Mr.Tanmoy Goswami 
the guest faculty of Media 
Science and journalism also 
screened the documentaries 
made by them which were 
named – ‘ Mask e Tears’ , ‘ 
Russell exchange’ , ‘Dacres 
Lane’ , ‘Haunted house of 
Duttapukur ‘,’Jeans Lane ‘ ,  
‘ Pice Hotel ‘ , ‘Ekannobor-
ti’ , ‘Book war’ , ‘ Mistisukh 
‘ .  The screening was also 
continued  on 9th September 
by screening a final project 
of  2021-2022 batch MSC 
students Amaranth Dasmaha-
patra and Tarak Manna made 
a bengali short film named 
‘Scar’or ‘Dag’ which was di-
rected by Mr.Dollar Mondal 
another guest faculty of MSJ 
department.   The joy on the 
faces of the students were 
speaking about the success of 
the event. 

নিনির মাধ্লম আমালদর পথ িো শুরুনিনির মাধ্লম আমালদর পথ িো শুরু
বাপন দাসবাপন দাস

সকলের জীবলন ঘুলর 
দাঁডালনার ,ননলজলক প্রকাশ 
করার একটা সুল�াগ হলেও 
আলস। এই নবষয় কক সামলন 
করলে আমালদর প্রথম ক�াট 
নিল্ম তৈনরর অনুলপ্ররণা । 
ইউননভানসসিনটর নসলন ক্াব 
“নিপ কিাকাস” এর পক্ষ 

কথলক ৭২ ঘণ্ার একটা শটসি 
নিল্ম প্রনৈল�ানগৈার ব্াবস্া 
করা হয় �ার নবষয় “আশার 
অঙ্ার “। ক�োলন ২৫কশ 
কম এর শুরু ও ২৮ ৈানরে 
সকাে ১০:৩০ জমা কদওয়ার 
সময়।আমালদর দলের নাম 
ন�ে “করেম নিউশন “ ক�োলন 
সুনমৈ সরকার ,উজ্জ্বে কুমার 
মন্ডে ,কনেহা কুনু্ড ,কগৌরব নন্ী 

ও আনম সহ ৫ জন ন�োম । 
গলপের নাম “নিনি “ �ার নবষয় , 
শাশ্বৈ কপশাগৈ কথলক একজন 
গপে কেেক ক� প্রায় ৈাঁর 
গপে ননলয় নানা কপ্রানিউসার 
এর সালথ ক�াগাল�াগ কলরও 
ককাথাও সুল�াগ পায়নন । �েন 
কস ননরাশ হলয় আশা ক�লড 
কদলব এমন এক িঞ্চেকর 
পনরনস্নৈলৈ সকালে মুম্াই 

কপ্রািাকশন হাউস কথলক 
একোনা নিনি ৈাঁর জীবলন 
আলোর সালথ রঙলক নিনরলয় 
আনলব ।এই গপেনটলক ন্রিপ্ট 
কথলক িেমান নিলরে প্রকাশ 
করাটা আমালদর কাল� অলনক 
ি্ালেঞ্জ এর ন�লো। মাঝামানঝ 
সমলয় প্রায় অসম্ভব বলে মলন 
হলয়ন�ে, নকন্তু দু নদলনর অলনক 
পনরশ্রলমর িলে কশষ অবস্ায় 

এলস আমরা জমা কনর সালথ 
একটা দীঘসি ননঃশ্বাস কনয়। 
নবলশষ ককালনা অনভজ্ঞৈা �াডাই 
এই কাজনটলৈ অংশগ্রহণ কলর 
কবশ োনন কশো হলয়ল� , বো 
ক�লৈ পালর এ এক অদু্ৈ 
অনভজ্ঞৈা। এই �নবনট কদো 
মানুষ জনলদর কাল� কশানা 
শব্দ দ্ারা এর সাথসিকৈা স্বরূপ 
পায়।

বৃদ্াশ্রম বনাম আনন্ আশ্রম বৃদ্াশ্রম বনাম আনন্ আশ্রম 
অনকিৈা দত্তঅনকিৈা দত্ত

“একটা সামান্ কাজ কৈালক নদলয় হয় 
না, পডাটা কজালর কজালর   এই কথা 
গুলো আমালদর মা, বাবার  কথলক 
শুলনই বলডা হলয়ন� নকংবা হনছি। পডা 
না পারলে �েন আমালদরলক ৈারা 
বলেন “ কৈার দ্ারা হলব না” এই 
কথা গুনের আসে অথসি হলো “ৈুই 
পারনব, এনগলয় �া” ননলজর সব সে 

আহ্াদ কক নবসজসিন নদলয় আমালদর 
সে পূরণ কলরন আমালদর মা বাবা, 
একা অন্ধকার ঘলর কান্ার শব্দ শুনলৈ 
কপলয় এনগলয় এলস কাঁলধ হাৈ রালেন 
আমালদর ৈারাই। সমস্ত ক্ান্ত নদলনর 
কশলষ নৈুন নদলনর শুরু কক সুন্র 
কলর গুন�লয় কদন ৈারাই। “ আনম 
কৈার পালশ আন�, ৈুই কহলর ক�লৈই 
পানরস না” এই শব্দ গুলোই আমালদর 
ক্ান্ত নদলনও নৈুন কলর শনতি এলন 

কদয়  নৈুন নক�ু শুরু করার। সব মা 
বাবারা ৈালদর সন্তানলদর কথলক একটু 
সময় িায়, �ত্ন িায় । ক�লেলবোর 
অ্ােবাম েুলে কদেলে আমরা সবাই 
কদেলৈ পালবা ক� নকভালব আমালদর 
মা বাবারা আমালদর আগলে করলেল� 
প্রনৈটা পলদ। আমরা প্রথম হাটঁলৈ 
নশনে আমালদর মা বাবার হাৈ ধলরই, 
কসই হাৈটা আমালদর ভরসা ক�াগায় 
“পালশ আন�” এই বলে।”এই 

হাৈ ধলরই আমরা আমালদর েক্ষ্ 
পূরলণর পলথ এনগলয় িনে। নকন্তু 
বলডা হাওয়ার সালথ সালথ আমরা 
ক�লনা কলবই এই হাৈ নটলক ক�লড 
এনগলয় িনে ননলজর েলক্ষ্, ব্াস্ত 
হলয় �াই ননলজলদর জগলৈ। কপ�ন 
নিলর কদেলৈ ভুলে �াই আমরা। 
ক� হাৈ দুনট আমালদর সািলে্র 
নশেলর কপঁল� কদয়, আমরা আমালদর 
হাৈ বাডালৈ ভুলে �াই ৈালদর 

প্রলয়াজলন।আমালদর নক উনিৈ নয়, 
আমালদর মা বাবালক আগলে রাো 
ক�রকমটা ৈারা আমালদর করলেন�ে 
ক�াট কবো কথলক?” আনম কৈামালদর 
পালশ আন�” এই ভরসা টুকু নক 
ৈালদর আমরা নদলৈ পানর না? ৈাই 
নদলক নদলক বন্ধ কহাক বৃদ্াশ্রলমর 
দরজা, মা বাবালক সালথ করলে আমরা 
ঘলরই গলড ৈুনে আমালদর আনন্ 
আশ্রম।

নারীবাদ

ব্যর্থতা

                    -শিউশি 

আমার একটা প্রেম চাই, বুঝলি?

একটা ভীষণ রকম আগলি রাখা প্রেম,

প্তামার প্রলকই চাই,

আমার একটা তুশম চাই।

না, না, প্তামার প্চলে ভালিা বা মনদ নে

প্তামার মলতা ও নে,

আমার একটা তুশমই চাই।

একটা প্গাছালনা সংসার, 

একটা সাজালনা ভালিাবাসা।

প্স প্িালক ব্যাকলেলটে বিলি বিকু,

আকাঙ্ক্াহীন বিলি বিকু,

আমার ভারী বলেই প্গি!

আশম যশদ বশি প্তামালদর বশি,

“শনপাত যাক প্তামালদর নারীবাদ?”

প্তামালদরই বলট!

প্তামরাই বলি দাও প্য প্কানটা

শিক নারীবাদী নারীর আকাঙ্ক্া হলব

আর প্কানটা নে।

আমার আবার প্তামালদর সালর শিক প্মলিনা।

যশদ বশি পছলনদর কাজ করার সালর

পছলনদর মানুষলক ভালিাবাসলত পারাটাও

আমার কাছছ ভীষণ নারীবাদী?

যশদ বশি গুশছলে সংসার করাটাও

আমার আকাঙ্ক্ার তাশিকাে পল়ে?

প্তামরা নাক শসটকালব, মখু বাাকালব,

বিলব,”এসব ন্যাকাশমর জলন্যই 

প্মলেলদর এই অবস্া! 

এই জন্যই নারী স্াধীনতা আলস না!”

শকন্ত যশদ ঘশুরলে রেশ্ন কশর প্য,

কী চাইব না চাইব 

প্সটা শিক করার প্তামরা কারা?

প্তামরা পরুুষজাশত!

স্াধীনতা প্তামরাই প্দলব,

প্কল়েও প্তামরাই প্নলব।

আলনদািলনর ভাষা প্তামরাই প্দলব

আবার প্তামরাই আলনদািন রুলখ প্দলব!

যশদ বশি প্তামালদর ভাষাে

আলনদািন করলবা না?

প্বালধ প্দওো শনেলম চিলবা না,

তুশম স্াধীনতা শদলত চাইলি,

আশম প্রেলমর দাবী-ই করলবা।

পরুুষ, তুশম প্বালঝা না,

কাশঙ্ক্ত পরুুলষর মলন পরাধীন হলত পারাটাও 

কপািলপা়ো প্মলে মানুলষর স্াধীনতা।।

                           -শিউশি 

আমার শিিব প্গছছ পশরবালরর খাতাে,

আশম ভালিা শকচছু হলত পাশরশন।

কারণ বঝুলত বছর প্গছছ অলনক;

প্বাঝার আলগই প্ঘা়েলদৌল়ের প্ঘা়ো হলেশছ,

অর্থহীন রেশতলযাশগতাে ছুটলত-ছুটলত

আমার শিিব কখন প্কলটছছ, জাশননা!

আশম ভালিা সন্তান হলত পাশরশন।

কি প্দওো প্রাবলটর মলতা 

আশম সব প্দলখশছ-শুলনশছ,

মখু ফুলট করা বিলত পাশরশন।

আমার শকলিার প্গছছ বনু্লবের খাতাে,

আশম ভালিা বনু্ হলত পাশরশন।

আগলি রাখার স্ভালব কালরার দমবন্ প্িলগছছ,

অশভমালনর অভ্যালস দলূর সলর প্গছছ প্কউ,

প্কউ বা প্নহাত মলুখাি পাল্ট মখু শচশনলে প্গছছ!

আশম আগলি রাখলত-রাখলত শনঃস্ হলেশছ,

অশভমালনর বদভ্যাস যােশন।

বনু্লবের রেমাণ শদলত-শদলত 

আমার শকলিারীলবিা প্গছছ,

শমলর্য অপবালদর প্বাঝা বইলত-বইলত আশম ক্ান্ত। 

আমার প্যৌবলনর রেরমলবিা প্গছছ প্রেলমর খাতাে,

আশম ভালিা প্রেশমকা হলত পাশরশন।

অশভমালনর বন্ ঘলর,একটুকলরা ভালিািাগা

আমাে স্শতি এলন শদলেশছি।

শচত্ার অজু্থ ন িাভ প্তা শনেশত!

আশম আবার বাাচার আিা প্দলখশছ,

শচত্শিল্ীর ক্যানভালস ফুলট ওিা ছশবর মলতা

ফুলট উলিশছি প্রেম।

উজার করা নারী জীবলনর সাফি্য!

আশম ভুিিাম, ‘নারী শুধ ুরেলোজলনর’;

ছশবটা নষ্ট হলিা

আশম ভালিা নারী হলত পাশরশন।

আমার অন্তলরর প্িশিহান বশনিশিখা 

সমগ্র শবশ্বলক তছনছ কলর,

শধলয্থর বাাধ প্ভলে আসা বন্যা

ভাশসলে প্দে শবশ্ব চরাচর,

আমার ব্যর্থতার অশভলযাগ,

আমার সাফলি্যর তুিশত

আমাে িান্ত করলত পালরশন।

িান্ত হওোর উপলদি আমাে বদলি শদলত চাে,

িান্ত সাগর ধ্ংলসর পবূ্থাভাস!  

এ করা আশম বশুঝলে উিলত পাশরশন।

কুশ়েটা বসন্ত প্পশরলেও আশম বসন্ত ছুা লত পাশরশন,

আশম শনলজর কাছছই 

ভালিা ‘আশম’ হলত পাশরশন।।

“
“

“
“
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Thoughts mirrored through my lens on Durga Puja

Prapti Biswas

West Bengal has always 
been famous for Durga 
Puja. Five days when 
people tend to forget 
their original identity 
and blend in with people 
from different regions, 
cultures and mindsets. 
Pandal-hopping with 
friends and family and 
enjoying the works of 
art by all the idol and 
pandal makers have 
always been the main 
attraction during these 
five days. 
 On Dashami, 

October 24, I went out to 
visit all the famous pujas 
of Kolkata from north to 
south. I saw crowds that 
were overjoyed and ex-
cited, tired and irritated, 
curious and amazed. But 
it wasn’t the crowd that 
took away my breath, 
nor was it the mesmer-
izing pandals. It was the 
achromatic side of puja 
that stunned me.  
  I took an early 
train to Ballygunge on 
Dashami when I saw 
these two old men just 
waking up on Bishar-
para Kodaliya railway 

station . It was clear that 
they spent the night on 
the platform after work-
ing all night at different 
locations. I wondered 
how their families were 
feeling in the absence 
of their loved ones. I 
asked myself how it 
would feel to spend the 
Puja without my family, 
while most of us takes it 
for granted.   W h e n 
I reached Ekdalia Ev-
ergreen in Ballygunge, 
the first thing I noticed 
was how most vendors 
were selling their wares 
at much cheaper price as 

they will not have this 
opportunity the next day 
onwards. I could see the 
desperation in their eyes 
to sell all the products 
and just go home to their 
families. I asked myself 
how it would feel to sell 
toys to children so that 
one can provide basic 
necessities to their own 
children. 
 After  watch-
ing the Pujas in the 
south, when I went to 
North Kolkata, I was 
so intrigued by the old 
houses and their aes-
thetics that I was con-

tinuously clicking pic-
tures. That’s when I saw 
this old grandma sitting 
on the window watching 
people through her old 
experienced eyes. But 
what made me stop was 
the longing in her eyes 
. The agony and loneli-
ness she must be feel-
ing to see so many peo-
ple out there walking 
through the streets of 
Kolkata with their part-
ners and missing the one 
she lost. I asked myself 
how it feels to be on the 
edge of a window , look-
ing at strangers, remi-
niscing the memories 
from old days with a sad 
smile and teary eyes. 
 On my way 
back home to Bishar-
para, I saw this young 
man on the train with 
his uncle. After talking 
a bit with them I figured 
that this man is joining 
the army at the begin-
ning of November in 
Uttarakhand. In a train 
full of people who were 
going back home after 
a tiring day of watch-
ing different pandals all 
over Kolkata, this man 
was leaving his home 
to serve the country, to 
protect us. I asked my-
self how it feels to see 
your brother or son go 
to a completely differ-

ent state far from home 
on such an auspicious 
day when everyone gets 
together to bid farewell 
to Ma Durga. 
 The truth is, I 
will never know. I will 
never know their pain 
because while watching 
through the spectrum of 
colours we forget about 
the achromatic hue. We 
forget about the black, 
neutral part of the fes-
tive seasons. We forget 
how grateful we should 
be because we are with 
our families, our loved 
ones. We forget that life 
is all about perspectives 
and perceptions.

Fresher’s party of Media 
Science and Journalism

Welcoming the new 
batch with warmth

Soumyadeep Paul

Brainware University is well known for its excellence in academic fields and good reputation 
among corporates. This year the fresher welcome party took place from 16 to 19 th October. 
Brainware University’s  media science and journalism department is one of the smallest de-

partments but regardless having less students, we can see a great enthusiasm in them. This year 
freshers were not allowed to perform in the party, as the seniors wanted to give them the welcome 

greetings by performing dances, standup-comedy and singing songs.
The programme was scheduled from 1 pm. To 5:30 pm. Students ware only allowed if they carry 
their brainware university id cards and the freshers welcome pass. The first dance performance 

was by Puja Das, the second singing performance was by Vianca Dhar and the most unique of all 
was the third performance. It was a standup comedy performed by Sameer Kumar Pandey. 

The whole programme was organised and directed by the department’s faculty Saikat Ghosh. The 
end performance was the most satisfying and most enjoyable according to some of the students. 

They were dancing at the back of the auditorium.
At the end students were given a sapling to nourish it and some snacks as tiffin. Although the 

teachers of the media department arranged a special surprise for the students. They were invited 
to the department and then they cut a cake to celebrate and welcome the freshers.  

Prapti Biswas

BARASAT , October 18 : The department of Media Science and Journalism of Brainware 
University hosted ‘The Fresher’s Welcome Event’ on October 18 from 2:30 Pm to 5:30 pm 
in Building 2 for 1st year BSc and MSc students.A beautiful afternoon with lots of music, 

dance and enjoyments. 
The show was hosted by Sheuli Mondol from 3rd year. The faculty and HOD of , Ivy Gan-
guly, the department was the special guest for the event . The party began with a beautiful 
dance by Puja Das. Then with mind blowing songs by Vianca the mood was set. The stage 
was on fire with Ujjwal Kumar Mondal , Sumit Sarkar, Banhi Das and all the other seniors.

The students were high on adrenaline with all the mesmerizing and thundering perfor-
mances by the girls of 2nd and 3rd year. Not just music but there was also a standup com-
edy performance. The speciality of our department was a electrifying Rap by Dwaipayan 

Roy. The audience got crazy with all the beats and rhythm.
There was a special segment of dumb charades where the seniors described a movie 

impromptu and the  1st year students have to guess the movie and the winners got gifts. 
The evening ended with beautiful Bengali songs by Preetish . Special tha  nks to Faculty 

member Sudipto Das for performing as the part of the music team.
The seniors also arranged a cake for welcoming the juniors in the department. The stu-
dents were also given and food package with a plant. A plant to symbolize growth and 

strength. Fresh air and pureness.
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India’s record-breaking cricket World 

Cup victory over New Zealand

Rahul Mondal

In the grandeur of the ICC 
Cricket World Cup 2023, India 
and New Zealand faced off in 
a breathtaking match that not 
only enthralled cricket enthu-
siasts but also set new records 
in viewership. The match 
on October 22, 2023, saw an 
incredible increase in atten-
dance, demonstrating the deep 
love and enthusiasm that Indi-
ans have for the game. It was 
India’s first victory over New 
Zealand in the ICC World Cup 
since 2003, thanks to a his-
toric performance from Virat 
Kohli’s near-century and a de-
termined effort from Ravindra 
Jadeja.
 As the action pro-
gressed, the number of spec-
tators reached previously un-
heard-of heights, surpassing 
4 crore during Virat Kohli’s 
thrilling performance. Only 
five runs shy of the covet-
ed century mark, Kohli was 
bowled out with India’s vic-
tory almost assured. Even 
though he failed to reach 
the century, Ravindra Jadeja 
seized command to guaran-
tee that India won the match 
and maintained their win-
ning record in the ICC World 
Cup 2023.The Men in Blue 
clinched victory with four 
wickets in hand, finishing the 
game with two overs to spare. 
This viewership surge eclipsed 
the live audience of 3.5 crore 

during the highly anticipated 
India vs. Pakistan match, high-
lighting the unmatched enthu-
siasm and fervor for cricket in 
India.
 To put this into con-
text, 3.2 crore Indians watched 
the FIFA World Cup 2022 final, 
which featured Lionel Messi’s 
Argentina and France, via the 
JioCinema app. Argentina’s 
triumph in this World Cup 
match became their first since 
1986. The cricket match’s 
noteworthy audience figures 
highlight a turning point in 
the popularity of the sport in 
the nation.But not everyone 
considers this accomplish-
ment to be a significant one. 
Some contend that viewership 
figures would have surpassed 
4.3 crore in the past, or that 
during such important games, 
the entire country may have 
been glued to their screens. 
However, this was before the 
widespread use of apps. It has 
been hypothesized that these 
astounding viewership num-
bers were made possible in 
large part by cloud comput-
ing and infrastructure.India’s 
relentless journey in the on-
going World Cup was further 
validated by their victory over 
New Zealand. This victory, 
the fifth in as many matches, 
propelled the hosts to the pole 
position in the ten-team points 
table. The chase of a challeng-
ing 274 was achieved with two 
overs to spare, demonstrating 

India’s mettle in the tourna-
ment.
 Virat Kohli played 
a pivotal role in the chase, 
amassing 95 runs off 104 balls 
before being dismissed, but 
by that point, New Zealand’s 
hopes had dwindled. Kohli’s 
innings saw him form three 
significant partnerships, scor-
ing 52 with Shreyas Iyer, 54 
with KL Rahul, and 78 with 
Ravindra Jadeja. Jadeja, too, 
contributed with the bat, re-
maining unbeaten on 39 off 
44 balls.Rohit Sharma and 
Shubman Gill provided a sol-
id start, adding 71 runs for the 
first wicket before Rohit fell 
for 46 runs, and Gill for 26. 
The match faced a brief inter-
ruption due to haze and low 
visibility in the 16th over, but 
action resumed promptly. Pri-
or to India’s chase, Moham-
med Shami played a pivotal 
role in limiting New Zealand 
in the last 10 overs.
  A five-wicket haul 
from Shami, in his first match 
of the World Cup, halted New 
Zealand’s momentum. Daryl 
Mitchell and Rachin Ravin-
dra had mounted a formidable 
159-run partnership in just 152 
balls, with Mitchell eventually 
scoring 130 runs in 127 balls. 
Despite Mitchell’s heroics, 
New Zealand could only mus-
ter 54 runs in the last 10 overs 
and lost six wickets.
India’s decision to bowl first 
paid off, with the Indian seam-

ers dominating the initial 10 
overs. Mohammed Shami, in 
particular, made a spectacular 
start by dismissing Will Young 
with his very first ball. Howev-
er, as the innings progressed, 
the absence of a sixth seam-
er, owing to Hardik Pandya’s 
injury and Shardul Thakur’s 
exclusion, put pressure on In-
dia’s spinners, Kuldeep Yadav 
and Ravindra Jadeja.
 Taking advantage of 
this vulnerability, New Zea-
land achieved a collaboration 
milestone when Mitchell and 
Ravindra surpassed 150. When 
Shami eventually got rid of 
Ravindra for 75 off 87 balls in 
the 34th over, the suffering for 
India finally came to an end. 
After that, Kuldeep removed 
New Zealand skipper Tom 
Latham from the game, but 
Mitchell held on to record his 
fifth century in an ODI. After 
a counterattack by the Indian 
squad, New Zealand was out 
for 273. In this extraordinary 
clash, India showcased their 
determination and resilience, 
reasserting their dominance 
in the ICC Cricket World Cup 
2023. The record-breaking 
viewership numbers and the 
thrilling on-field action served 
as a testament to the enduring 
love and passion for cricket in 
India. The Men in Blue con-
tinue their relentless pursuit of 
World Cup glory, fueled by the 
unwavering support of mil-
lions of fans across the nation.

Story of unsung heroes: 
The Vaccine War

Payal Dhauria

The Vaccine War is an amaz-
ing medical drama directed 
by Vivek Agnihotri that fol-
lows the true story of how 
Covaxin was developed in 
India during the coronavirus 
pandemic. The film is adapt-
ed from the novel, Going 
Viral: Making of Covaxin by 
Balram Bhargava. It’s a testa-
ment to the hard work, deter-
mination, and perseverance 
of the scientists who played 
a big part in making this vac-
cine. It shows the obstacles 
that the scientists faced, like 
bureaucracy, limited funding, 
and the public’s skepticism.
 The movie starts 
with the coronavirus pandem-
ic breaking out in India, and 
the government desperate to 
come up with a vaccine to 
keep people safe. A group of 
scientists at ICMR, led by Dr 
Balram Bhargava, played by 
Nana Patekar, are tasked with 
creating this vaccine.  It’s 
a well-made film that stars 
some amazing actors in the 
lead roles like Priya Abraham  
played by Pallavi Joshi  as 
well in the role of the direc-

tor of the National institute of 
virology. Both of them give 
great performances that show 
the passion and dedication of 
the scientists they play.
 The Vaccine War is 
a well-made and educational 
movie that honours the Indian 
researchers who were instru-

mental in creating the Covax-
in vaccine. Agnihotri does 
an excellent job of directing 
the movie, keeping the pace 
going, and keeping the audi-
ence interested. He also does 
a fantastic job of describing 
the difficulties that took place 
behind the scene where the 

medical professionals worked 
tirelessly who deserved to be 
recognised as the unsung he-
roes.
 But in parts, the 
film comes on as being over-
ly hagiographic and refusing 
to acknowledge any errors 
or defects. The film also fails 
to acknowledge that India’s 
vaccination programme oc-
casionally experienced delays 
and shortages of vaccines, 
while over-simplifying the 
narrative of scientists versus 
the antagonist, a journalist.
 The film received 
accolades for excellent act-
ing, production and clear 
depiction of the challenging 
science underlying vaccine 
development. It is a must-
watch for anyone who is 
interested in knowing more 
about the Covid-19 epidemic 
and the creation of vaccines. 
However, it was also criti-
cized for neglecting some of 
the debate surrounding the 
invention of Covaxin as well 
as underplaying the gruesome 
reality of the public in India 
during the pandemic and for 
being overly nationalistic and 
preachy. 

To the little girl 
Aiyushe Maity

An apology to my 

younger self

To the little girl who 

played in the fields,

   You used to run 

around the fields 

barefoot under the 

glorious sun believing 

the good in people. 

Wear your shoes now....

You used to keep your 

hair open until the wild 

wind made your hair 

unruly. Tie your hair 

now....

Forget you were a little 

girl, forget all those 

days you sat pondering 

on the soft grass or 

chased the butterflies....

Just like you stopped 

believing in “Home” 

when yours crumbled in 

front of your eyes

Just like you stopped 

believing in “Family” 

when your uncle 

touched you under the 

sheets

Just like you 

stopped believing in 

“Happiness” or “Hope”

When you filled 

your drawers which 

once were filled with 

strawberry flavoured 

candies with boxes of 

cigarettes and bottles of 

xanax 

Just like you forgot 

about what your father 

said about beauty when 

you spent days staring 

in the mirror with 

tearful eyes because 

your friends called you 

ugly.

“It’s the thing that beats 

inside your chest that 

makes you beautiful 

Putul!”

Forget you used to 

be the little girl with 

unruly hair and a heart 

as huge as a sunflower 

field because all there 

remains are the ashes of 

memories you burnt and 

the gravestone of your 

little self. 

They killed her, you 

killed her.


